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The release of this song took place on November, 4th, 2005. More than 100 FM radio stations in the

largest cities of Russia have added a song " LA LA LA " in constant play lists. 5 MP3 Songs POP: Today's

Top 40, POP: 90's Pop Details: Everything began in April, of 2003. A well known musical producer named

Dmitriy Pluzhnikov met a talented girl from Canada, named EORI. She wrote 3 songs that impressed

Dmitriy very much. Because of this, Dmitriy, EORI, and Julia Yelkina (A choreographer) decided to create

a cheerful pop group, which would sing the songs written by EORI. Isabelle Yapi and Anastacia Milova

are both performers in the group, and attend Musical Colleges in Moscow. The first song entitled "LA LA

LA" was finished in May, of 2005. This song was written from personal experiences, after the writer EORI

left a guy, and experienced the words in the song. In June, the group made a new video: A criminal story,

in which the girls get rid of dishonest,  tough guys, while traveling towards uncertainty. The video was

directed by Julia Yelkina, and was shot in Crimea (Ukraine, Sevastopol.) In September of 2005, the

producers of the popular Russian production group "Blestyaschiye" became interested in our band, and in

October of the same year, Dmitriy Pluzhnikov signed a contract with the producing company. As a result

of this event, the song "LA LA LA" appeared on popular radio stations, television channels, on a New

Year's television show, and was performed at concerts by bigger stars of the Russian show business

scene. During this time, new songs have been prepared, and we plan to continue the history which we

began in the first video. The debut song "LA LA LA" becomes popular in Russia. The release of this song

took place on November, 4th, 2005. More than 100 FM radio stations in the largest cities of Russia have

added a song " LA LA LA " in constant play lists. We think that the song is pleasant to people not only in

Russia, but also in other countries.
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